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In this work nonlinear translation-varying operators are analyzed and re- 
presented by means of a generalized impulse response. This is the response of 
the transpose operator to the family of shifted impulse functionals. Continuous 
operators from a topological vector space into the space of functions on R”, as 
well as d-bounded operators, are investigated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this work an investigation of nonlinear non-translation invariant operators 
is carried out. As can be expected, when linearity and translation invariance 
are relinquished, the analysis becomes rather complicated. Instead of the 
linear duals which are sufficient for the analysis of the linear operator, the 
broader framework of function spaces should be introduced. Three equivalent 
viewpoints are pursued: the operator itself, its transpose, and a family of 
functionals. 
It turns out that, regardless of the nonlinearity of the given operator, the 
transpose is always linear. The nonlinearity of the operator is manifested by 
the range space of the transpose operator. It contains nonlinear functionals 
as well. Under certain conditions, with regard to the range space of the given 
operator, the family of shifted impulse functionals is contained in the domain 
of the transpose. One can speak about the response of the transpose operator 
to the shifted impulses. These responses are certain functionals which operate 
on the domain space of the given operator. The output of the operator is 
expressed by means of this family of impulse responses. We call it the generalized 
impulse response representation. It holds for the general case of nonlinear 
and translation-varying operators. The term “generalized” is intended to 
distinguish it from the ordinary impulse response representation [4]. For the 
latter, the impulses are applied to the operator itself, rather than to its transpose. 
However, the limitations imposed on the operator in order to obtain its 
amenability to the ordinary representation are rather serious. Although the 
operator need not be linear, it requires at least a restricted sense of additivity, 
as well as the extendability of the domain such that it includes the impulse 
functionals. 
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On the other hand, the generalized impulse response proves to be much 
less restrictive. In fact all that is required is that the impulse functionals be in 
the domain of the transpose. This is assured when the range of the operators is 
contained in the space of ordinary scalar-valued functions on R”, which is 
usually met by the operators of system theory, where the operators are used 
as mathematical models of the behavior of physical systems. From a physical 
viewpoint one can postulate that the output of the system, when the input 
is suitably restricted, is an ordinary function defined for each value of the 
argument. 
The operator is investigated under the properties of continuity or &- 
boundedness. The concept of &-boundedness is a generalization of the ordinary 
property of boundedness of the operator. Since the operator is nonlinear, 
its continuity and boundedness are in general separate properties. 
Section 2 introduces the spaces between which the operator is assumed to 
operate, as well as various spaces of functionals. In Section 3 the transpose 
operator and the second transpose are pursued. Conditions under which a 
continuous operator is bounded are given. Section 4 is dedicated to the 
generalized impulse response for the continuous operator, as well as for the 
&-bounded operator. The translation-invariant operator is treated as a special 
case. 
2. THE SPACES AND THEIR SPACES OF FUNCTIONALS 
Let G and H be two separable, locally convex topological vector spaces 
and let 9(G, C) denote the set of functionals on G, i.e., the set of mappings 
of G into the space of complex numbers, C. 9(G, C) is given a linear structure, 
with addition and multiplication by a scalar defined pointwise. Let zc be an 
operator, nonlinear in general, which maps G into H. The given operator 
induces a transpose operator ut, which maps F(H, C) into 9(G, C), through 
the composite operation 
uy =fo u, f~ Wff, C). (1) 
In order to be able to explore the properties of the transpose, the spaces 
of functionals and their topologies must be investigated. Suppose A is a fixed 
subset of G and U is a neighborhood of zero in C. Let N(A, U) denote the 
subset of %(G, C) consisting of the functionals which map A into U, 
NM U> = {f I f~ F’(G, CM4 C U). (2) 
Let gA(G, C) denote the subspace in 9(G, C) of functionals which are bounded 
on A. The family (N(A, U)}, expressed by (2) when U traverses a base of 
neighborhoods of zero in C, constitutes a base of neighborhood of zero in 
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g,,(G, C) of a locally convex topology compatible with the linear structure 
(e.g., [2, Chap. 281). This is a norm topology, defined by the seminorm 
Y‘4V) = f=$ l.m>l, f E ~A(G, C>. (3) 
Convergence with respect to this topology is the uniform convergence on 
the set A. 
Next consider a family & of subsets in G. Let gd(G, C) denote the subspace 
of functionals inF(G, C) whose restrictions, vA , to every A E S! is in gA(G, C). 
S+@‘(G, C) is topologized by the projective limit of the family of spaces 
{9YA(G, C) j A E ~24) relative to the projections ZIP . Convergence under this 
topology is the uniform convergence on every member A of &, and the topology 
can be defined by the family of seminorms in (3), where A traverses SS?. The 
members of SP’(G, C) will be called &-bounded functionals, and the topology, 
&-uniform topology. 
It is not necessary to put restrictions on &‘. However, a sufficient condition 
for SW(G, C) to be separated is that & cover G. Also, if we choose JS! such 
that for every A, , A, E ,r4 there exists a a E &’ such that B 3 A, u A, , then 
(N(A, U)}, where A E ~2 and U traverses a basis of neighborhoods of zero 
in C, constitutes a base of neighborhoods of SP’(G, C). Hence, there is no 
need to consider finite intersections of such sets to constitute a base, as is 
usually the case for a projective limit topology. Three different families of 
subsets will be considered: 
(1) The family _Cg, of finite sets of G. The corresponding space of func- 
tionals is denoted by SP(G, C). Clearly it is equal to F(G, C). Its topology 
is called the pointwiIe or the Cartesian product topology. The latter follows 
from the Cartesian product space C G. Clearly, the Cartesian product space 
is equal to F(G, C), and its topology is identical with the pointwise topology. 
(2) The family ,&’ of compact subsets of G. The corresponding space 
of functionals is denoted by @(G, C), and its topology is called the uniform 
compact topology. 
(3) The family &‘o of bounded subsets of G. The functionals of SP(G, C) 
are called bounded functionals. The topology of @(G, C) is called the uniform 
bounded or strong topology. 
The following relation between the above spaces is clear: 
2P(G, C) C @‘(G, C) C SP(G, C), (4) 
and the natural injections are continuous. 
Let %(G, C) denote the space of continuous functionals on G. It is a standard 
result of functional analysis that a linear functional which is continuous is 
also bounded, but this is not the case for nonlinear functionals. In this respect 
we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Let G be a locally convex topological vector space. Then 
(1) V(G, C) C L@‘(G, C). 
(2) If G is a Monte1 space, the &+(G, C) = 9P(G, C). Hence continuous 
.functionals are bounded. 
Proof. Let f be a continuous functional on G. If A is compact, then f (A) 
has the same property, hence is bounded. This establishes statement (1). 
If G is a Monte1 space the family of sets which are closed and bounded is identical 
with the family of compact sets. Since the closure of a bounded set is bounded 
we have that the uniform topology generated by the bounded sets is identical 
to the one generated by the family of closed and bounded sets. 
There are various Monte1 spaces commonly encountered in system theory. 
among them are all finite-dimensional spaces, and in particular R”, the n- 
dimensional Euclidean space. Infinite-dimensional Monte1 spaces are the 
various spaces of infinitely differentiable testing functions, such as B (testing 
functions of compact support), Y (rapidly decreasing testing functions), 
8 (testing functions with no restriction on support or growth). Another example 
is any reflexive topological space relative to the weak topology generated by 
its dual. 
Let G’ denote the dual of G. Namely, G’ is the space of linear and continuous 
functionals on G. Since every linear continuous functional is bounded we have 
that 
G’ C %T(G, C) n S(G, C). 
Among the dual spaces of the above spaces of functionals, we particularly 
consider V’(G, C), the dual of V(G, C), w h ere the latter is equipped with the 
pointwise topology. Let 6, ,# E G, denote the functional on %?(G, C) defined by 
@d ,f> =f(C)* (5) 
Clearly, S, is in V’(G, C) for each 4 E G. Let v denote the mapping + ---z 6, . 
Hence z, is an operator from G into V’(G, C). However, v is not linear nor is 
its range, v(G), a linear space. Let d denote the linear space spanned by v(G). 
We claim that d = %?‘(G, C). 
THEOREM 2. Let V(G, C) denote the dual of %‘(G, C) relative to the pointwise 
topology, v the natural embedding of G into V(G, C), and r the linear space 
spanned by v(G). Then I’ = V’(G, C). 
Proof. Let fs V(G, C). If f (4) = 0 f or each 4 E G, then f = 0. It follows 
that v(G), hence also r, is total [l, p. 4181. The pointwise topology of %(G, C) 
is equal to the weak topology generated by l? Now r is precisely the space 
of linear functionals on V(G, C) which are continuous relative to the r-weak 
topology [I, p. 4211, and V’(G, C) is, by definition, the space of linear con- 
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tinuous functional relative to the pointwise topology. In view of the coincidence 
of the two topologies, the assertion is established. 
The mapping u defined above is the natural injection of G into V’(G, C). 
If %“(G, C) is equipped with its weak topology generated by V(G, C), ZI is a 
continuous operator. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G = Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space. Since Rn 
is a Monte1 space, SF’(R”, C) and .%?e(Rn, C) coincide (Theorem 1) and consist 
of the locally bounded scalar-valued functions on R”. Consider the pointwise 
topology on %?(R”, C). The dual of %?(R”, C) relative to their topology is d, 
which is the subspace spanned by the family of impulse functionals (6, 1 x E R”}. 
One may equip g(Rn, C) with the uniform compact topology. Clearly, a larger 
dual is obtained. It is well known that this is the space M(R”) of Radon measures 
on RR with compact support. M(Rn) generates on %‘(R”) the weak topology. 
A sequence in V(R”, C) converges weakly to f E %(R”, C) if and only if it is 
locally bounded and converges pointwise to f [I, p. 2651. 
3. THE OPERATORS AND THEIR TRANSPOSES 
Let G, H be the two topological vector spaces introduced in the preceding 
section and let u be an operator from G into H. In addition, u is assumed to 
be continuous or &-bounded. u is said to be &-bounded if it maps the subsets 
of G which are members of J& into bounded sets of H. We say that u is bounded 
if d is the family of bounded sets of G. Since u is nonlinear, continuity does 
not imply boundedness in general. However, in this context we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let u be a continuous operator from G into H. Then, 
(1) u is bounded on the compact sets of G. 
(2) If G is a Monte1 space, u is bounded. 
(3) Let B be a subspace of G with an intrinsic topology such that the injection 
of B into G is compact. Then u is bounded when restricted to B and relative to 
its intrinsic topology. 
Proof. The proof of the theorem follows the same line as that of the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
The situation described in statement (3) of the theorem occurs in several 
common cases of system analysis. For example, consider G = %P(Q), where Q 
is an open subset of R”, k is a nonnegative integer, and Vk is the space of k-times 
continuously differentiable functions on 52, with the usual testing function 
topology. For B = qkfl(SZ) the requirements of the theorem are fulfilled. 
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This is due to Arzela’s theorem. The same is true for the pair U:+‘(Q) and 
%Fc”(sZ), where now the functions of compact support are under consideration. 
Sobolev spaces present another example (Rellich’s theorem). 
The transpose operator, ut, of the given operator, u, is defined in Eq. (1). 
It is interesting to note that regardless to the nonlinearity of u, ut is always 
linear. This is due to the linear structure constructed on .F(H, C). 
THEOREM 4. Let u be an operator mapping G into H. ut is a linear operator 
from S(H, C) into F(G, C). 
Proof. Let fi , fi be in 9(H, C) and let 01~ , 01~ be two scalars. Then, by 
the definition of the transpose, 
[u”(alfi + ~zfi)l$ = hfi + a,fi)(ud), C E H. 
By the linear structure of F(H, C), 
(%fi + %?fJ(u$) = %fiW) + %fi(u& 
By transposing again, 
~lf&4) + %f&d) = 44l)(+) + %(utfi)$4 
which establishes the linearity of ut. 
Let H’ denote the dual of H. It is a subspace of F(H, C). ut(H’), the image 
of H’ under ut, can be connected with the properties of continuity or bounded- 
ness of u. 
THEOREM 5. Let u be an operator from G into H and ut its transpose. Then, 
(1) u is continuous from G, for the initial topology, into H, for the weak 
topology, if and only if 
d(H’) C g(G, C). 
(2) u is .&‘-bounded if and only if 
d(H’) C S+‘(G, C). 
In particular, u is bounded if and only if 
z&f’) C .9P(G, C). 
Proof. (1) Let 4 E G and f E H’. If u is continuous, the form (f, ud) is 
a continuous functional on G. But (f, u+> = (u”f, 4); hence u"f E %?‘(G, C). 
Conversely, consider a weak neighborhood V in H. Then there exists a 
finite set A in H’ such that, for every E > 0, 
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Let M be a set in G defined by M = {$ j supfsA /(u”fi +> < E}. Since, by 
assumption, utf E V(D, C), M is a neighborhood of G. But u(M) C V; hence u 
is continuous in the requested sense. 
(2) Assume u is &-bounded. For every set A E JZY in G, u(A) is bounded 
in H. The members of H’ as linear continuous functionals are bounded. 
Consequently, f (uA) is bounded for every f E H’. Hence (@)(A) is bounded. 
Since A traverses all the sets in &, it follows that utf~ @G, C). Conversely, 
let A E .d and f E H’. Then, since by assumption, utf~ .9V(G, C), (z&)(A) 
is bounded. Hence f (uA) is bounded for each f E H’. Consequently uA is 
weakly bounded, and by Mackey’s theorem, bounded for the initial topology 
of H. 
THEOREM 6. Let u be an operator from G into H. 
(1) If u is continuous, ut is continuous from H’, relative to the weak topology, 
into %(G, C) for the point&se topology. 
(2) If u is &‘-bounded, ut maps the strongly bounded sets of H’ into bounded 
sets of @f(G, C). 
Proof. (1) Let N(A, U), where A is a finite set in G and 0’ is a closed ball 
in C, be a neighborhood of @(G, C) for the pointwise topology. In order to 
establish the continuity of ut we have to find a neighborhood M in H’ such 
that ut(M) C N(A, U). Consider M = {f/f 6 H’, (f, 4) E U for every + E A}. 
Clearly, M is a neighborhood for the weak topology of H’. Furthermore, 
ut(M) C N(A, U), which completes the proof. 
(2) Consider a strongly bounded set M in H’. We have to show that 
ut(M) is bounded in 9V(G, C). Indeed, let A be any member of & in G. Then, 
sup 
&A,fsM 
I(u”f)($)l = s”$ I(f, 44 . 
Since the right-hand side is bounded by hypothesis, the proof is complete. 
Let utt denote the second transpose of u. Assume u is continuous from G 
into H. Then, by the preceding theorem, ut is linear and continuous from H’, 
relative to the weak topology, into V(G, C) for the pointwise topology. Trans- 
posing again yields u tt. By the weIl-known properties of the transpose of a 
linear operator, utt is a linear and weakly continuous operator from %?‘(G, C) 
into H”. $Y’(G, C) is the dual of V(G, C) re a 1 t ive to the pointwise topology and 
H” is the dual of H’, where the latter is equipped by the weak topology generated 
by H. 
In order to relate u with its second transpose, the mapping v: + - 6, 
introduced in the preceding section should be considered. Let v, denote the 
mapping from H into H”. 6, = v~(#) is thus a functional evaluated over the 
members H’. It is a linear isomorphism from H onto H” [5, Proposition 35.11. 
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ut(H’) is a subspace of V(G, C) which carries the relative topology, and [U’(W)] 
denotes its dual. In view of the natural injection of ut(H’) into %?(G, C) we 
obtain a restriction mapping r, as the transpose of the injection. It maps W(G, C) 
into rut(W)]‘. Let D, denote the mapping 4 + 6, , from G into rut(W)]’ 
obtained by the composite operation ~1, = r 0 v, where v here is as defined 
in Theorem 2. Namely, the mapping 4 -+ 6, from G into W(G, C). These 
considerations are depicted in Fig. 1 and are summarized in the next theorem. 
“U u+(H’) u+ ------- “’ “H 
[“+(“‘)]I 
FIG. 1. The relations among U, tit, and VP. 
THEOREM 7. There is a one-to-one correspondence between operators u con- 
tinuous from G into H, relative to the latter’s weak topology, and linear operators 
utt weakly continuous from V’(G, C) into H”. The correspondence is expressed by 
v,u = U% u , where vM: $ + 8, is the natural linear isomorphism from H onto H” 
and v,, is the natural injection from G into [&(H’)]‘. u is linear if and only if vu, 
is linear, which is the case if and only if ut(H’) C G’. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let w: a ---f fa denote a mapping which is continuous from 
Rn into %(G, C), where the latter is equipped with the pointwise topology. 
wt is a linear operator continuous from V’(G, C) for the weak topology into 
V(Rn, C) for the pointwise topology. In view of the continuous mapping v 
from G into %?‘(G, C), wt can be viewed as a nonlinear in general, continuous 
operator II from G, for the initial topology into V(R”, C) for the pointwise 
topology. Namely, 
u = wtv, 
which establishes the representation 
The situation is:described in Fig. 2. 
\, C(R”,C) k C’(G,C ) / 
(6) 
FIG. 2. The connection among the spaces and operators involved. 
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4. THE GENERALIZED IMPULSE RESPONSE 
The generalized impulse response representation is developed in this section. 
The operators which are amenable to the representation map G into the space 
%(R”, C), the space of complex-valued continuous functions on Rn. The 
results are easily extendable to the case where the range space is contained in 
F(R”, C). First the continuous operator is analyzed. 
THEOREM 8. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) u is a continuous operator from G into @(Ii”, C) where the latter is 
equipped with the pointwise topology. 
(2) ut is linear and continuous from A(R”) into %(G, C) for the pointwise 
topology. A(Rn) denotes the space spanned by the family of shifted impulse func- 
tionals, 
{Sal a E R”}. 
Let f, = ~9,. Hence, {fa) is a family of functionals in %(G, C) parametrized 
by a E RR”. 
(3) w: a + fa is a continuous mapping of Rn into V(G, C) for the pointwise 
topology. fa represents the operator u by 
W>(a) = f&/4, d E G. (7) 
Proof. (1) implies (2) follows from Theorems 4 and 5. Note that A(Rn) is 
the dual of V(Rn, C) relative to the pointwise topology (Example 1 at the end 
of Section 2). (2) implies (3): a + a, in Rn implies 6, -+ 6,O in A(R”). Since 
ut is continuous, by assumption, f, = u%, -+ fa, = u%,, in the pointwise 
topology of V(G, C). The representation of Eq. (7) is obvious. (3) implies 
(1), in view of Example 2 at the end of the preceding section. 
Discussion. The theorem provides an argument domain representation for 
the continuous operator from a topological vector space G into the space of 
continuous functions on Rn relative to its pointwise topology. The term 
“argument domain” is analogous to the phrase “time domain” common for 
electrical systems. Similarly, the concept “time invariance” is replaced here 
by the term “translation invariance” in order to generalize the concept beyond 
the framework of systems which operate on time functions. 
The transpose operator is applied in order to obtain the family of its responses 
{fa} to the family of shifted impulses (6,). The output (u+)(a) of the operator 
at time a is represented by Eq. (7) in terms of the functional fa operating on 
the input 4 of the operator. 
If the domain G is taken to be 9, the space of infinitely smooth testing 
functions of compact support as is common in the distributional works of 
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system theory (e.g., [6]), th en, in view of Theorem 3, the continuous operator 
is also bounded. 
We chose the space %‘(R”, C) of continuous functions as the space containing 
the range of the operator. However, as can be easily verified, similar results 
hold also when the space S(Rn, C) with its pointwise topology is taken instead. 
One can consider on %‘(R”, C) the weak topology generated by the space of 
Radon measures M(R”) (Example 1 at the end of Section 2), instead of the 
pointwise topology. The results are slightly modified. 
THEOREM 9. Additional necessary and suficient conditions for the operator u 
of the previous theorem to be continuous relative to the weak topology of V(R”, C) 
are, equivalently, that 
(1) ut map M(R”) into V(R”, C), 
(2) w: a + fa be, in addition, locally bounded on compact subsets of G. 
Namely, 
sup If (99 < 00, 
EK,&A 
for any compact set K of R” and any compact subset A of G. 
Proof. (1) M(R”) is the dual of $?(Rn, C) relative to the weak topology. 
Hence the statement follows from Theorem 5. 
(2) Let {&} be a filter in G which converges to +. u is continuous in the 
above sense if and only if {u&) is locally bounded and converges pointwise. 
Now, {&} is relatively compact. Hence the local boundedness of {Use} is expressed 
by the additional boundedness requirement of {fa}. 
It is sometimes important in system theory, especially for stability con- 
siderations, to investigate the case when u is continuous relative to C(R”, C) 
uniform compact topology. In view of Ascoli’s theorem, this is related to the 
following property of equicontinuity of {faj. 
THEOREM 10. In order for the operator u of Theorem 9 to be continuous into 
V(Rn, C), relative to the latter’s uniform compact topology, it is necessary and 
suficient that, in addition, {fa} be locally equicontinuous; i.e., that {fa 1 a E K} 
be an equicontinuous set of functionals in %(G, C) for every compact set K of Rn. 
In particular, if u is linear and G is barreled, this condition is automatically met. 
Proof. As mentioned above, the theorem is a direct result of Ascoli’s theorem. 
If u is linear, &[M(R”)] C G’. If, in addition, G is barreled, strongly bounded 
subsets of G’ are equicontinuous. 
Translation-invariant nonlinear operators can be treated as a special case. 
In order to be able to discuss translation invariance, G should consist of a 
space of functions over Rn, such that the shift operation has a meaning in it. 
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The shift operator on , a E Rn, is defined for functions on Rn in the usual way. 
Namely, u,&(x) = +(x - a). For functionals in %(G, C) it is defined through 
the transpose. That is, let f E C(G, C); then 
(oaf x54 2 f (Gz#>. (8) 
The operator u is said to be translation invariant if it commutes with the 
shift operator, 
ua,c$ = u,u$b. (9) 
THEOREM 11. Let G be a space of functions on Rn such that (T, , for each 
a E R”, is an isomorphism in G. Let u be a continuous operator from G into ??(Rn, C), 
relative to the latter’s pointwise topology. Then u is translation invariant if and 
only if, equivalently, 
(1) ut is translation invariant from A(R”) into V(G, C). 
(2) fa = oaf0 , where f,, = u%, is a jixed functional in %(G, C) which is 
the response of ut to the impulse functional at the origin. The operator is then 
representable by 
WM> = fob + 417 4 E G* (10) 
Proof. That u is translation invariant, if and only if ut has the same property, 
is obvious in view of the definitions. Now if ut is translation invariant, it is 
clear that 
fa = uts, = uta,6, = O,Uv$ = u,fO , 
and hence Eq. (10) follows. 
In the preceding theorems the continuous operator was pursued. Similar 
results hold for the &-bounded operators. Since the proofs follow the same 
lines, only the results are quoted. 
THEOREM 12. Let u be an operator from G into V(Rn, C). The following 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) u is &-bounded from G into %?(R”, C) relative to the latter’s pointwise 
topology. 
(2) ut is linear and maps strongly bounded sets of A(Rn) into bounded sets 
of SF’(G) C). Let fa = u%, . 
(3) The mapping a - fa is pointwise continuous from Rfl into a-@‘(G, C), 
and 
W(4 = faW, d 6 G. 
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THEOREM 13. Let G be the space considered in Theorem 12 and let u be an 
&‘-bounded operator from G into V(Rn, C). Then u is translation invariant if 
and only if there exists a fixed f. in .@d(G, C) such that 
Furthermore, f. = u%, . 
(444 = f0(4). 
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